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Friday, January 22, 1988

Clouding the
dump issue

I just read Mary Mannings "Don-
dero. Flight dump with number"
(SUN, Jan. 17.) I find it distressing
that a Clark County commissioner
and a trained reporter are both Ill-
informed on a subject they are willing
to have boldly printed in a newspaper.

In the article, Dondero is seeking
support from the hotel industry to
fight the dump, as she believes Its
location in Nevada will somehow pre-
vent tourists from oming to Las
Vegas. The article moves quickly to
describe a situation In South America

where two men in search of junk
metal found a stainless steel cylinder

containing ceslum-137. I'm not cer-
tain way the teporter tried to tie this

situaton to the location of a radio -
active repository in Nevada unless It

was to foster the perception that one
could dig around in the dump and find find

all kinds bi radioactive material to

I suggest that the commissioner
and the reporter could benefit the

public they serve if they first avall
themselves of factual data about the

emplacement of radioactive material
in a repository and then spend their

time and energies educating the pub-
lic as to those facts. The public de-

serves to be well informed and per-
mitted to make intelligent decisions

based on fact, not hysteria-motivated
articles and speeches by a com-

missioner who hasn't taken the time
to learn about the subject about which
she purports to be so knowledgeable.

DALE HEDGES



LAS VEGAS
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Nevada congressional delegation not surprised by report



Bryan:DOE hid truth
Study calling Nevada nuke dump site unsuitable suppressed



Bryan charges
DOE quashed
Nevada study
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